
“�ere’s absolutely no evidence God exists!”
I �nd it interesting you’ve concluded that. Might I ask you a question? 
What are some of the supposed evidences you’ve rejected? What books 
have you read wherein the author lays out what he thinks is evidence for 
God? I’m sure you’ve read some of them before concluding “�ere’s 
absolutely no evidence God exists!” 
     I think there’s compelling evidence for God. For example, consider the 
human body. Your body has 206 bones, about 700 muscles, and a heart 
that beats over a 100,000 times a day as it pumps about 75 gallons of 
blood an hour through more than 60,000 miles of veins, arteries, and 
capillaries. �e eyes you’re looking through right now are composed of 
more than two million working parts. Do you really believe all those 
muscles, bones, and organs pieced themselves together and started func-
tioning apart from a designer? 
     What tells the cells and organs in your body how to function and what 
to do? It’s the DNA inside the cells. �e DNA in every one of your body’s 
37 trillion cells contains a staggering amount of information. Where did 
this information come from? Bill Gates said DNA is like a computer 
program but far more advanced than anything Microso� has ever creat-
ed. �e British molecular biologist, Francis Crick, an atheist and one of 
the two scientists who discovered DNA, “estimates the odds that intelli-
gent life exists on the Earth as the result of non-directed chance to be 
around 1 in 10 to the two billionth power.” Now of course you’re free to 
believe life came about by non-directed, natural causes. I wouldn’t bet 
against God’s existence with such overwhelming odds. It would be far 
wiser to conclude that the incredible complexity we �nd in living organ-
isms is the result of an intelligent designer—God.
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